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Kurzfassung
Fixed Mobile Convergence (FMC) bedeutet die Verwendung einer gemeinsamen optischen ZugangsnetzNetzinfrastruktur, die in der Lage ist, festen und mobilen Datenverkehr einschließlich Wi-Fi, Mobilfunk- und Ethernet zu
übertragen. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) ist eine wesentliche Voraussetzung für FMC. Die (Live-) Migration
von virtuellen Funktionen ist ein weiteres Schlüssel-Feature und bietet bessere Lastverteilung, erhöhte Energieeffizienz,
Anwendungselastizität sowie andere wesentliche Vorteile. In diesem Beitrag wird die Auswertung der Migration einer
virtuellen Netzfunktion über eine FMC-Infrastruktur präsentiert. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Durchführung einer
Live-Migration über eine dedizierte Verbindung keine Ausfallzeiten hervorruft und eine maximal zulässige Verzögerung
einhalten kann. In einem weiteren Szenario, in dem die laufenden Verbindungen auf einen anderen optischen Weg
umgeleitet wurden, konnte der erfolgreiche Abschluss der Migration mit einer geringfügigen Zunahme der Verzögerung
um nur 2,4 Sekunden (22% höher als die Benchmark) und einer Ausfallzeit von nur 2 Sekunden gezeigt werden.

Abstract
Fixed Mobile Convergence (FMC) implies use of a shared optical fronthaul network infrastructure able to carry transparently both fixed and mobile traffic including Wi-Fi, Mobile and fixed Ethernet. Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
is a main enabler for FMC using a shared infrastructure for fixed and mobile gateways. Live migration, a virtualization
key-feature, offers load-balancing, increased energy efficiency, application elasticity and other worthy advantages. This
paper presents the evaluation of migrating a VNF over an FMC infrastructure. Our results show that, performing a live
migration over a dedicated connection yielded zero downtime and met a benchmark delay. The following scenario, where
the ongoing connection is re-routed on a different optical path, shows the successful completion of the migration with an
increase in delay of 2.4 seconds (22% higher than the benchmark) and only 2.1 seconds downtime.

1

Introduction

situation is different when it comes to mobile networks,
the role out of a new passive optical access network infrastructure will be required in the future and it will make
sense to share this between both mobile and fixed architecture. A possible solution for this pooling and integration can be found in the maturation of coarse wavelength
division multiplexing (CWDM) developing a bidirectional
communication feature on a single fiber.[2]
Extending on the FMC definition, convergence can be split
into three areas: device, service and network convergence.
Device convergence means the integration of diverse functionalities into a single device like authentication, content
caching, billing services etc. The key for achieving device convergence lies in Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) technologies. NFV [3] is the paradigm that focuses
on decoupling network functions that are currently tightly
embedded into specialized devices with the scope of running them exclusively in software. This concept facilitates
the development of a shared infrastructure for fixed and
mobile gateways. NFV employs commercial off-the-shelf
servers for hosting basic functional modules which can be
combined for each service in a flexible way. Network vir-

Mobile traffic is expected to increase close to eight fold
between 2015 and 2020 on a global scale. Combined with
a prediction of Voice Over LTE (VoLTE) surpassing Voice
Over IP (VoIP) by 2019 we see a clear demand for a unified
service experience.[1] Fixed mobile convergence (FMC) is
an upcoming proposed architecture in communications and
service provisioning. FMC is regarded as a transition point
in the telecom industry aiming at dismissing the borders
between fixed and mobile networks. From the point of
view of the subscribers, such a convergence translates in
a simplified connectivity. Accessing data, video or voice
services relieves users of any concern for how services are
delivered. In addition, any uncertainty regarding inaccurate service charges can also be eliminated as there is only
a unique service provider for the subscriber.
The structural architecture of FMC (infrastructure sharing)
will have a direct impact on the evolution of optical networks. Due to passive optical network (PON) architecture,
large scale residential deployment of fiber to the home can
make use of shared fiber infrastructure. Even though the
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• scaling the VNF graph enhances application elasticity
and shifting the point of presence to a local premises
allows VNF debugging

tualization is part of a broader scope, along with storage
and processing resources contributing to a fully virtualized
infrastructure for ultimate efficiency and flexibility. Other
advantages implied by virtualization in the networking domain range from better scalability and adaptability to user
demands, lower capital investment costs because of comoditized hardware, simplified operations to granular and
custom security.
Network convergence complements device convergence in
order to establish connectivity to functions and services using the most suitable technology in a specific location or
moment in time. An efficient network convergence cannot
be done without a common intelligence, having a view over
the entire network i.e. a centralized network controller. In
addition, the ability of end-to-end path provisioning, flexibly and on demand for each service is required. Such requirements can be identified within the characteristics of
Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology. SDN
can be reduced to a programmable interface between administrators and network devices decoupling the control
plane from the data plane. A series of advantages make
SDN a suitable adopted technique in the FMC architecture
like: unified view and control of heterogeneous devices,
service provisioning, increased security options and granularity etc.
Service convergence refers to the ability of delivering services to the user in a transparent and seamless fashion over
any available network. This requires a flexible deployment
of network functions across the network according to user
mobility and traffic shifts. The ability to move services
and functions through the network is a key feature of virtualization. Migration of a virtual machine (VM) is regarded
in computer science as the act of moving a VM from one
host to another. Live migration assumes an additional constraint on this feature; the transfer must be executed without considerable service interruption and affecting availability. This feature, which is essential to the cloud environment, can easily be adopted in the NFV application domain. Benefits brought by such an adoption can be translated into traffic load balancing, failure protection, point of
presence shift, application elasticity and more.
The following paper focuses on presenting VNF migrating
use cases, requirements and concerns introduced by migration as well as analyzes the performance of migrating
a VNF between two NFV servers over an FMC compliant
network.

2

In a converged access network, LTE and potentially similar 5G procedures play an important role in the order of
how functions must process the user traffic [4]. Network
services like attaching, tracking, paging, data calling, content filtering not only require specific processing functions
but also a strict order in which they are processed. The
processing path for a network service is defined by a forwarding graph or a VNF graph. For example, when setting up an LTE bearer, a tunnel must be created between
the user equipment (UE) and the service gateway (S-GW).
The one responsible for creating the tunnel is the evolved
node B (eNB) to which the UE is connected. User traffic
is transported over IP and the tunnel must have the IP destination of the S-GW virtual function. In order to achieve
flexible and scalable applications, enabled by virtual function mobility, the forwarding graph needs to be updated in
accordance with the migration.
A VNF migration not only moves the control plane but also
the data plane and the service network into a cloud based
network. The migration must present stable service continuity, availability, resiliency in both control plane and data
plane[5]. A possible method can involve maintaining all
the VMs in a forwarding chain in a single startup procedure. By employing this method, the whole graph can be
migrated manually or according to known network tidal effects e.g. daily traffic shift from residential to business areas and vice versa.
Any change in the hardware can influence the live migration configuration. Therefore, executing the migration without service interruptions implies details about the
workings of the VM hypervisor and the underlying hardware as well. A live migration requires the transfer of the
VM with all the components as well as its running state.
Regularly the state is stored in the hypervisor and the host
kernel as well. All states need to be transferred with minimum downtime in order to maintain the live characteristic.
Two operations need to be taken into consideration when
live migrating: the virtual IO state and the memory data
transfer.

2.1

There are many reserch projects focusing on NFV and possible benefits virtualizatoin may add [6], [7]. Advanced research in the virtualization field has mostly focused on live
migration performance in cloud computing environments
[8]. However, an in depth analyses on the implications of
VNF live migration, especially with regard to a FMC network architecture, has not been pursued.

VNF live migration considerations

As mentioned in the previous section, live migration brings
a series of advantages to the NFV table.
• Load balancing user traffic across the access network
can be achieved by transferring network functions between different processing nodes.

3

Scenario

In the following section we consider an FMC aggregation
network with a proposed universal access gateway (UAG).
The UAG plays the role of a next generation Point-ofPresence (NG-POP) supporting mobile and fixed network

• restoring a VNF with an easy to create and replace
copy leads to hardware failure protection and service
continuity.
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functions. A series of network functions hosted on the
UAG useful for an FMC are:
• universal authentication authorization accounting
(uAAA) for clients roaming seamlessly from a mobile network to a wireless one and vice versa
• content caching that would facilitate client access to
streaming and other web services while offloading the
core network of additional traffic
• mobile EPC bearing the core network of the LTE system (MME, S-GW, PDN-GW).
The UAG presents the ability to route the user traffic, according to the source, towards a pool of base band processing units (BBU hotel) or towards the packet core[9].
Extending on this setup, we consider two scenarios that

Figure 2 VNF live migration as part of traffic optimization
a high priority. A minimum latency and high bandwidth
must be secured for the migration event. A logical solution
is to provision a temporary path over the low latency access network. In order to achieve this, an SDN controller
having a centralized view and control over the network,
can create/tear-down of a path through the network from
source to destination. By exposing a northbound API, a
VNF manager as part of a service orchestrator monitoring
the service statistics, can trigger the migration on the server
side and the path provisioning through the SDN controller.
The functional overview of such a scenario can be seen in
fig. 3

Figure 1 VNF live migration as a backup scenario in an
FMC access network
would focus on highlighting the versatility of executing a
VNF live migration. In a first use case, we consider the access network having two entry points (UAGs) towards the
packet core. One primary UAG bearing the main responsibility for the user traffic and a secondary one that plays
the role of a backup PoP. The secondary UAG can either
process traffic from temporary events like sports stadiums,
conference/business centers or be powered down in the periods of low utilization. The migration can occur as part
of a load balancing architecture or redundant connection to
the core. A graphical representation of this scenario can be
seen in fig. 1. As a backup implementation, in the event
of a failure detected on the primary UAG, a fail-safe action
of live migrating the whole forwarding graph to the backup
UAG can be taken. The advantage of live migration would
translate into minimum downtime of the user traffic, which
needs to be rerouted towards the secondary UAG.
As a second scenario, we consider an access network connecting to the packet core through a UAG. On the customer
premises the service provider can deploy an NFV server
hosting default services like firewalling, encryption, scrubbing etc. In order to optimize network utilization, content
caching, performance monitoring or path selection mechanisms can be migrated closer to the client devices.
Minimizing the functional downtime during the transfer is
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Figure 3 Functional convergence

4

Test setup and measurements

4.1

Experimental setup

In order to test the implications of executing a VNF live
migration over an FMC capable optical network we deployed the setup in fig. 4. The low latency optical switch
has a custom SDN implementation based on Netconf and
YANG modeling. OpenDaylight, the SDN controller employed for the setup uses a Netconf connector as a client
in order to connect to the low latency switch. By ex-
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tracting the capabilities and configuration it is able to control the device. The northbound Rest interface, provides a
means of communication with a higher function orchestration script. The orchestration script is responsible for triggering the migration on the remote NFV servers and provisioning the path through the low latency switch. The two
remote NFV servers are hosting multiple virtual machines
representing network functions. The underlying virtual
machine hypervisor handling the migration inner workings
is KVM. In order to show the impact of rerouting an optical path, two optical network interfaces were employed on
the right hand server from fig. 4.
A 1Gbps Ethernet link was configured across the network

Migration
Delay
Fixed path

Min.

Aver.

Max.

10.159

10.784

11.175

Switched
path

12.507

13.206

13.661

Table 1 Migration delay measurements
delay.
Tuning the migration, results in a zero downtime
Migration
Downtime
(s)
Fixed path

Min.

Aver.

Max.

0

0

0

Switched
path

1.8

2.1

2.45

Table 2 Migration downtime measurements
for our benchmark testing. In table 2 we can observe
that changing the optical path incurs an average of 42
lost packets which translates to 2.1 s downtime. The
lowest count of lost packets was 36 out of the total implying a 1.8 s downtime, and the highest was clocked at 2.45 s.

Figure 4 VNF live migration experimental setup
from one server to the other. A control plane connection
from the SDN controller to the low latency switch and the
hypervisors was established over the management network.
IP addresses for all virtual machines and NFV servers were
allocated in the same subnet. The reason for this was to
simplify the migration operation and reducing additional
downtime imposed by a VNF address change.

4.2

5

This work focused on identifying and examining the issues and considerations regarding VNF live migration with
regard to an FMC architecture. Moreover, complementing this section, we performed a series of measurements
equivalent to possible VNF migration scenarios. From the
results we concluded that an FMC capable optical network allowed the migration of a VNF between two NFV
servers with zero downtime. In the event of the path being
switched at the optical level, the migration performance
is affected by an additional 2.42 s delay representing a
22.45% increase in migration execution. However, an average of only 2.1 s downtime is also introduced by the switch
which does not affect service level agreements defined by
most service providers. If zero downtime is required during the migration, enabling SDN control over the network
elements achieves the goal. Through this setup, a temporary fixed path can be provisioned for the duration of the
transfer by a higher service orchestrator.

Measurements

For establishing a benchmark on the migration performance we started and migrated a VM with a size of 1GB.
Optical fibers in the setup had a length of 3m. On the
path, no additional traffic was inserted. For quantifying
the performance we used two relevant metrics for such
an operation. Measuring the migration delay represents
an important standard showing mainly the influence of
the network and the bandwidth. Capturing the difference
between the start and the end of the operation was achieved
with the help of the hypervisor tools. Another relevant
metric is the VM downtime, the period in which the VM
is not responsive during the migration. According to
documentation[10], a downtime testing procedure cane
be done by executing a high frequency series of pings.
The interval between consecutive pings towards the target
machine was selected at 50 ms. The downtime is recovered
by multiplying the number of lost (non responsive) pings
with the selected interval to be of 50 ms. The measurement
accuracy resolution for the downtime is 50 ms.
We can observe in 1 that our benchmark migration over
a fixed optical link of 1Gbps took an average of 10.78 s.
In the following scenario in which we simulated a path
switch on the low latency cross connect level, an average
additional 2.4 seconds was measured on the operation
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Conclusions

5.1

Future work

The next logical step towards developing this research is
the analysts of the effects of migrating a VNF on the forwarding chain. As mentioned above, migrating all the
VNFs in the graph could provide a solution however compromises on flexibility would be made. Another aspect
could focus on enhancing the software performance of the
migration by testing light weight containers for hosting
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network functions.
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